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A Private-Sector Strategy
for U.S. Technology;

HOUU CO B e

competitive./
by WILLIAM C. UpPR\S/Chairman, Control Data

T

he once-strong competitive position of the United
States in advanced
technology is steadily eroding.
Broadly speaking, our foreign
competitors have greatly accelerated research and development
expenditures, dramatically
increased the number of trained
scientific and technical personnel
available to them, reduced the
cost of capital for their key industries, reduced needless and
wasteful duplication of
technology development, and
fostered growth in targeted areas.
Clearly, the greatest progress in
targeted industries has been
made by Japan. The Japanese
government has promoted
cooperation among industry
members at the base technology
level. Today, microelectronics and
computers have become their
most highly subsidized industries.

This strategy is an ominous
threat which has serious implications for the U.S. industry,
because superior microelectronics
and computer technology provide
the critical basis for competitive
advantage. Nor can this country
afford to lag in these semiconductor and computer technologies,
which also underpin the superiority of most of our weapons
systems.
An adequate response requires
increased technological cooperation. It must include cooperation
among large companies, between
large and small companies, and
among industry, academia, and
government.
Large Companies
The United States is needlessly
suffering from an enormous
duplication of research and development among large corporations. The use of basic knowledge
by one party should never
preclude its use by another. For
every corporation to rediscover

what others have already learned
represents waste of the most
pernicious sort.
Companies in high-technology
industries have practiced a variety
of forms of cooperation over the
years. Cross-licensing of patents is
common. Joint ventures among
two or three companies, mainly
short-lived, have proven to be
useful. Technology exchange
agreements, some between firms
participating in the same market,
some between supplier and
customer, as in the case of
semiconductor and computer
firms, are not unusual. Trade
associations and technical conferences are still other forms of
cooperation. But none of these
adequately addresses the dual
needs for large-scale efforts and
the minimization of wasteful
duplication.
Fortunately, these needs are
beginning to be recognized. The
Semiconductor Industry Associa-

tion has created the Semiconductor Research Corporation.
Now, a second organization has
recently commenced operation.
The Microelectronics and
Computer Technology Corporation (MCC) is a research and
development venture which will
be owned, operated, and m a n aged initially b y 12 companies
in the U.S. computer and
semiconductor industries. More
about MCC later.
University-IndustryGovernment
Critical U.S. shortages of scientific
and technical personnel, inadequate laboratory facilities in
universities, and lagging support
for academic research have all
been well documented.
One example of an industryuniversity effort that is addressing
these problems is the recently
established Microelectronics and
Information Sciences Center at
the University of Minnesota. The
center has an initial funding of $5
million committed b y industry,
another $5 million to follow, and
the likelihood of government
matching funds. The center will
also have access to laboratory
facilities in industry, which represents an additional investment of
more than $100 million.
A n essential aspect of the
program is that small enterprises
will have access to the results of
the R&D. It is contemplated that
m a n y new companies will be
spawned.
Small and Large

Companies

In order to fully appreciate the
enormous potential of increased
cooperation between large and
small business, it is necessary to
review a few relevant factors.
First, large companies have
contingent assets in the form of
underutilized technologies, underemployed management, and
professional personnel.
Second, small business w a s the
foundation on which our country
w a s built and achieved greatness.
It still is the p r i m a r y means for

encouraging and rewarding
individual initiative. And it
provides more products, services,
and jobs, relative to our GNP,
than does small business in a n y
other country.
Third, studies show that during
the last decade small firms generated 80 percent of all new jobs.
Fourth, small companies
produce 24 times more innovations per dollar than do larger
companies.
Fifth, our economy has a welldeveloped securities market in
which equity capital can be raised
b y small entrepreneurs. It is
unique to America.
By m a k i n g available its underused technology, and b y offering
its professional and management
assistance to a small company, a
large company can realize
additional income from past
investment. Three years ago, m y
company started m a k i n g equity
investments in small companies,
m a n y of which are n o w developing products and services
which will be marketed b y
Control Data. In fact, quite a few
of those products and services
were developed byi small companies using Control Data technology.
Such programs accentuate the
strongest attributes of both large
and small enterprises. Small
companies, which are inherently
more creative and flexible, with
lower overhead, can frequently
develop new products and
services sooner for less cost,
whereas larger companies, with
greater resources, can provide
efficiencies in production and
marketing.
A New

Cooperation

But cooperation won't happen
unless there is a widespread
dedicated effort. In response to
that need, Control Data has developed services to facilitate the
process of large companies,
universities, and government
laboratories w o r k i n g w i t h small
companies.
QFT: Quest for Technology is,
as the n a m e suggests, a process
for identifying within the laboratories of business, academia, and
government those technologies
which have the potential for
commercialization. Often, just
the listing process will match an

entrepreneur seeking technology
for starting a c o m p a n y with an
appropriate technology. QFT's are
in process at eight universities
and several corporations.
BTC: Our Business and
Technology Centers also facilitate
the start-up and growth of small
businesses. Economies of scale
m a k e it possible to provide facilities and services of much higher
quality and considerably lower
cost t h a n a n y s m a l l business
would be capable of obtaining or
providing for itself.
Control Data also has helped to
launch and is participating in the
operation of community-based
organizations to assist small
businesses.
MCO: The Minnesota Cooperation Office fosters the start-up
and profitable growth of small
businesses in the state. The MCO's
b o a r d of directors consists of
leaders from all major sectors of
society. The approach is simple.
A n entrepreneur has an idea for a
new product or service. The MCO
helps develop a business plan and
obtain financing. The plan is
prepared b y a volunteer advisory
panel of engineers, scientists, and
executives.
Minnesota Seed Capital Fund:
Another organization helping
small business is the Minnesota
Seed Capital Fund. Capital from
conventional sources, such as
venture capital firms and b a n k s ,
is often not available for companies during their initial formation
and early development. Because
of this, the seed fund has been
formed, with an initial capitalization of $10 million.
Small-Business
Support
Network: The MCO, the seed
fund, and the BTC described
previously constitute w h a t is
called a Small-Business Support
Network, which provides support
needed b y small enterprises to
become successful. Unfortunately,
at present, such assistance is left
too much to chance, w i t h an
undue burden on the entrepreneur. As a consequence, a high

percentage of new businesses fail.
On the other hand, through
expanded initiatives and cooperation among industry, government,
and universities, networks can
provide the necessary support to
increase vastly the success rate
for new enterprises and to help
assure the growth of existing
enterprises. Such networks are
being replicated in many places.
MCC—A National Resource
To foster more cooperation
among large companies, the
Microelectronics and Computer
Technology Corporation (MCC)
was organized in 1982. The MCC
represents a cooperative effort by
12 companies to develop a broad
base of fundamental technologies
for use by members who will
each add their own value and
continue to compete with the
products and services of individual conception and design.
The 12 companies are: Advanced
Micro Devices, Motorola, Control
Data, National Semiconductor,
Digital Equipment, NCR, Harris,
RCA, Honeywell, Sperry, Mostek,
and Allied Corporation.
Four MCC projects have been
identified, each lasting from five
to ten years. All shareholders are
not required to participate in each
project, but each is required to
participate in at least one. The
projects are:
Microelectronics Packaging.
More cost-effective techniques
will be sought to interconnect
components using complex VSLI
chips, which contain a million or
more circuit elements.
Advanced Computer Architecture. This eight-to-ten-year AlphaOmega program will focus on
knowledge-based architectures,
artificial intelligence, and their
application.
Computer-Aided Design and
Manufacture. Major advances in
electronic CAD/CAM design tools
will be pursued, covering the
design and layout of microelectronic chips containing up to 10
million elements.

Software Productivity. This
MCC program will develop
techniques, procedures, and tools
to gain an order-of-magnitude
improvement in the effectiveness
of both the systems and the
application software development
process.
MCC projects will be staffed to
a considerable extent by personnel
from shareholder companies. At
the completion of a project, these
"borrowed" personnel will return
to their respective companies.
This flow of talent is one key to
the success of MCC projects. In
addition, such a process greatly
facilitates the transfer of technologies to participating companies.
Although participating companies will have initial rights to the
technology and receive preferential treatment, technology will
be licensed to other companies
on reasonable terms. This is
extremely important, especially
for small companies.
The formation of MCC represents a new national resource
having significant widespread
benefits.
• The pooling of many of the
country's most talented scientists
and engineers into teams that can
handle the complex research and
development requirements for
advanced defense systems.
• Licensing policies which
result in broad diffusion of
technologies with government
funds.
• An open, industry coalition
which offers a single place for the
armed services to obtain highquality research and development
without providing competitive
advantages to a single company.
The benefits to MCC shareholders are great and include:
—A significantly expanded scope
of research and development
that will include projects that
individual companies could not
or would not undertake alone
due to the costs and risks
involved.
—A reduction in the needless and
wasteful duplication of research
and development.
—A lower ratio of invested capital
to specific research and development results.
—A better definition of research
and development needs and
pitfalls.

—A more efficient utilization of
scarce scientific and technical
talent.
Significantly, the Japanese have
a long tradition of undertaking
cooperative research programs at
the basic and applied levels in
order to achieve broad and rapid
diffusion to individual Japanese
companies. The policy has been
highly effective—as we all know
too well.
Deterrents to Cooperation
In view of the obviously attractive
picture just presented, why hasn't
technological cooperation been
widely practiced in the U.S.?
There are a number of interrelated reasons:
—Our anachronistic business
culture.
—Our emphasis on short-term
horizons, a corresponding lack
of fortitude, and autonomy in
corporate management.
—Undue concern for proprietary
position.
—The tunnel vision of our
business schools.
—A fear of antitrust challenges to
successful cooperation.
Business Culture. In an
expanding domestic market,
competition for most U.S. corporations came primarily from
other U.S. companies. Until the
Japanese came into the world
markets -with a different business
approach, there was little pressure
for change. Indeed, given our
great resources, we chose to
tolerate a certain amount of waste
and inefficiency for the sake of
preserving each company's
individuality. Japan, on the other
hand, a resource-poor country
devastated by war, was forced to
take a different approach—and
perhaps the most important
difference was the development of
a Japanese tradition of cooperation in developing and exploiting
base technologies.
Short-Term Horizons. Another
difference is the greater willingness in Japan to finance longerterm investments. In large part,
Japan's business is funded by
banks through debt. Debt-equity

ratios are high, and capital costs
average 40 percent less than in
the U.S. Also, Japanese companies
can settle for lower earnings,
since the market price of their
stock is not of day-to-day concern
to their managers.
In contrast, U.S. companies
must maintain much higher
earnings on a continuing basis in
order to sell equity—which is the
principal means of obtaining an
adequate capital base to sustain
growth. In addition, there is
always the threat of a takeover.
These problems push U.S.
management into a quarter-toquarter, short-term thinking
syndrome.
None of this is easy to cope
with, but it is also true that U.S.
corporate management has not
aggressively tackled these
problems. Perhaps this is because
cooperation isn't normally a part
of the management process.
Cooperation requires a sharing of
decision making—of power,
consequently. It is the last thing
most top executives wish to
consider.
Proprietary Position. In many
companies, concern for an exclusive proprietary position is not
tempered by reality. There are
still valid reasons for achieving
proprietary product enhancements and marketing processes,
but the time has long passed for
it to be a major deterrent to
cooperation in research and
development.
Significant advances in
technology usually require long
time periods. Moreover, R&>D
results are typically in the form
of drawings, processes, and
various other reports; and that
which is patentable is often
narrow in scope. The consequence
is that new technology is difficult
to protect and soon diffuses.
A few years ago, a survey of
Control Data's professional
employees showed a deep conviction that technological cooperation is highly advantageous. Our
employees weren't able to identify
any major disadvantages. They
believed strongly that more useful
knowledge had come into Control
Data as a result of cooperation
than had gone out.

Business Schools. While
industry is losing ground to
overseas competition, our
business schools continue to refine
old approaches instead of being
in the vanguard of designing and
promoting new ones. Most of
them do not yet perceive the need
for wide-based technological
cooperation, let alone joining in
the articulation of its merits.
Antitrust. Nor are our business
schools proposing changes in the
outdated antitrust laws, which
are impediments to pooling
resources in research and development. Fortunately, there has
been some recognition by others
of the need for change in this
area. For example, in response to
complaints about lack of clarity
and other problems with antitrust
laws, the Justice Department has
developed what it calls its
"business review procedure."
Moreover, the FTC will, in certain
cases, issue "advisory opinions."
However, both procedures are
incredibly time-consuming; and,
in virtually every situation, the
legal opinions which emerge are
inflexible, ambiguous, and
nonbinding on either the agency
which issued them or, obviously,
courts or treble-damage claimants.
Let me cite a recent experience.
MCC did not seek formal business
review by the Department of
Justice (DOJ). However, the antitrust division of the DOJ started
an investigation in July 1982. For
five months, our lawyers answered questions, submitted
boxes of documents, and held meetings with the DOJ. Finally, on December 27, the DOJ issued a
press release -which said it wasn't
going to challenge the formation
of MCC. But the press release
went on to say that this decision
"must not be construed as
advance approval of all [MCC]
activities." That would depend, it
said, on "a number of factors,"
including the percentage of the

industry that chose to participate
as shareholders, which shareholders were in which research
projects, and whether the costs
and risks of a research project
were of such magnitude as to
warrant a joint undertaking.
Conclusion
I am optimistic about the growth
of broad-based technological
cooperation, because I believe that
the deterrents I have described
can be alleviated. Moreover,
because of its national visibility,
MCC will stimulate the trend
toward cooperation. Participants
can already see the tremendous
benefits to be derived.
There is a growing awareness
in every community of the need
for more public/private cooperation, especially that required to
create more new jobs. In fact,
every community must put in
place a network to assist in the
successful start-up of small
companies, if we are to create
these new jobs for the large
number of displaced workers and
new entrants in the work force.
Awareness of the need to
support industry cooperation is
also growing in both Congress
and the executive branch. The
Department of Commerce is
fostering R6»D cooperation, as
is the Office of Science and
Technology (OSTP). Most significantly, OSTP has promulgated a
new policy toward the aeronautics industry which encourages
cooperation in research and
technology. The aeronautics R&=D
policy statement is expected to be
followed by additional statements
pertaining to other important
high-technology fields and
industries.
In the light of a receptive
government environment, and
with resource shortages aggravating the costs associated with
R&=D across the entire spectrum
of U.S. industry, the stage is set
for industry initiatives to expand
R&sD cooperation. Only through
such cooperation can the U.S.
reverse the deterioration that is
undermining its position of world
leadership in technology.
&

